Skin is the largest sensory organ of the human body. It touches the world around it and it feels the world touching back. The outside world's touch is often non-directed, allowing the recipients to subjectively evaluate the ensuing sensations, such as, for example, those caused by a brush of the lift doors. Directed touch, in contrast, objectifies the recipients. A loving touch makes them objects of adoration; a hateful touch makes them objects of disdain. The objectification is taken to extremes with the specific kind of directed touch that is at the centre of my project here. It is the one that violates the boundaries of what a given society considers to be morally, ethically or legally right: an illicit touch. When perpetrators touch human skin in such a way, they counteract norms in order to lay claim to the lived bodies of individuals.
Their boundary-transgressing touch marks those individuals as weak, inferior, subhuman. An exploration of such illicit touch, however, shows that 'what is right' is relative and unstable as ever. To those who touch illicitly, there is always their own right, their own justification for doing so. It is construed as emerging naturally from their race, their gender or their social status. In denial of the fluidity that enabled its very nascence, this right is even conceived as stable enough to be documented on the skins of the victims, in the form of visible and (or so the perpetrators like to think) permanent marks. However, these marks, the traces of the illicit touch, are anything but permanent and are instead met by counter-inscriptions and narrative appropriations that once again shift and reframe 'what is right' . The narratives of abused and marked skins in which our culture abounds, I argue here, are key to understanding the manifold valences of touch in connection with norms, normativity and law.
I start from two 'boxes' into which I gather such narratives. One box is about books that are bound in human skin instead of animal-derived leather, the other box is concerns Auschwitz number tattoos. In the first case, individual bookbinders crossed the boundaries of what twenty-first century European and American societies (and probably the bookbinders' contemporaries, whose responses we lack) consider to be right. This becomes evident in the shared abjection of those who narratively engage with such books. In the second case, a regime purposely crossed those same boundaries in order to objectify and dehumanise its victims. But the victims, their descendants, and generations of writers have narratively challenged the perpetrators' supposed right to do so. By telling their own stories about the marks it left on the victims' skins, they have reframed the Nazi regime's illicit touch as such. The narratives in the two boxes stem from autobiographical accounts, fiction, film, news reports, blog posts and court documentation. I happily allow myself to abandon the stance of academic detachment inside the boxes, adding my own narratives of encounters with abused skin to the others. There can be no aiming at completeness, neither inside nor outside the boxes, where I propose a number of theoretical entry points for discussing those narratives. Both my selections of those entry points and of the narratives are but fragments towards a theory of the ways in which skin, touch and law connect.
Box I: Books Bound in Human Skin Sometime around 1900, medical doctor and bibliophile Ludovic Bouland of Strasbourg (1839-1932) apparently thought he had every right and a good reason to bind a small book in his private collection in human skin. On this winter morning in 2012, as I inspect the volume that is now Closed Stores EPB Bindings 14 of the Wellcome Library in London, the white cotton gloves available in the rare materials reading room seem to me to acquire an additional function. Usually meant to protect a delicate object from the touch of its readers, they now protect me from feeling the book's unusual binding. Without the gloves, I would be forced to perform an illicit touch, mimicking Bouland's boundary-transgressing objectification of this specific piece of human skin. I wonder about the unceremonious way in which the librarian has just handed me the small brown box: does she even know what this is? What about the other three readers in the room: how would they react if I now told them what this is? And what about myself? Inadvertently, I find myself taking notes not about the object in front of me but about my reaction to it.
Michelle Lovric fictionalises her encounter with the same volume in her novel Book of Human Skin. 1 In her 'Historical Notes, ' she explains that narrator Gianni Boccole's reactions to finding a book bound in human skin in his master's collection are based on her own reactions when examining the volume at the Wellcome Library. The servant Gianni, clumsy in his language and manners but not in his emotions, expresses his horror as follows: 'In what way was I fit to touch sich a thing? In what way was I fit to touch anyone else, now that I had toucht that filthy thing? Is anyone insent what touches a book of humane leather?' 2 In contrast to Gianni and Lovric, I am not particularly disgusted by the human leather. On the contrary, I am irritated to find that the book looks, feels, smells and sounds just like the many leather-bound books I have touched before, all of which, of course, were bound in the processed skin of dead animals. It makes me wonder whether Gianni's question should be rephrased: 'Is anyone innocent that touches a book of leather?' Is not our own seemingly innocent touch of any leather-bound book part and parcel of the ongoing carnage of our fellow creatures? How have we human animals come to think of our skins as different while, when it comes down to it, our skins are tangible proof of our own animality? 1 Michelle Lovric. The Book of Human Skin (London: Bloomsbury, 2010). 2 Ibid., 146. What does disgust me is the handwritten note that Bouland rather irreverently glued into the then 250 years old volume to explain that he found the book an appropriate binding consisting of a piece of female skin tanned by himself. 3 The hand is a quick and sloppy one, the piece of paper not cut specifically to fit the size of the book's printed pages. 4 The note reads: 'This curious little book on the Virginity and the female generative functions seemed to me to merit a binding congruent to the subject is [sic] bound in a piece of woman's skin tanned by myself with sumac. Dr L. Bouland. ' 5 There is a striking incongruity between Bouland's objectification of the woman's skin, the skin's removal, tanning and use as bookbinding, and the jovial tone he adopts in reporting it. To refer to the volume as 'this curious little book' belittles both it and the transgressive nature of its production. To focus on the specific technique of tanning suggests that this is no more than a harmless little experiment. The academic title in front of Bouland's signature presents him as the medical doctor in the exclusive position of obtaining human skin for his bibliophile interests. 6 Apparently, Bouland's social and professional standing enabled him to think of his illicit touch as a justified one. Together with the book's human-skin binding and the note, the contents of the volume bring to the fore a number of farther-reaching gender issues. Printed in Amsterdam in 1663, the book contains five medical treatises on virginity, female diseases, pregnancy and childbirth dating from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 7 The five treatises were all written by men and in Latin. Latin was upheld as the exclusive language of the maledominated medical profession, thus effectively barring most women from access to medical book-knowledge about their own bodies. Men controlled that knowledge and, by extension, women's bodies. This may well be why, 250 years later, Bouland's obvious choice for his anthropodermic bibliopegy was a woman's rather than a man's skin. Bouland's note throws these connections of medicine and gender into sharp relief: a male medical doctor with a name and a title obtains the skin of an unnamed woman. Bouland's irreverence and the fact that this woman's skin was available to medical students for experiments clearly outside the medical curriculum sug- gest that her body was an unclaimed one, that she was probably a woman on her own and of low social status. In clear contrast stands the social and professional status of the medical doctor that was almost exclusively accessible to men. Such a gender-based power structure is symptomatic of a patriarchal society, in which the female body is always already inscribed by its cultural construction. 8
Have you seen this? Another one! -a short, hurried email from a friend on 6 June 2014 with a link to the latest news: 'Harvard University book bound in human skin. ' 'Reader warning: Harvard experts say book is bound in human skin. ' 9 Heather Cole had just published the findings of Harvard conservators in a Houghton Library blog. Having ruled out the possibility that the binding was primate skin from great apes or gibbons, she reported, 'they are 99% confident that the binding is of human origin. ' 10 CNN headed their online report with the trigger warning 'It's reading matter not for the faint of heart. ' The headlines, as well as my friend's email, prove that to US Americans and Western Europeans in 2014, a human-skin bookbinding was clearly far away from what they considered to be right. However, many of the reports followed Cole's suggestion that the book 'serves as a reminder that such practices were at one time considered acceptable. ' 11 Quite to the contrary, the Harvard volume shows the opposite: I was both shocked and somehow relieved to realise that none other than Ludovic Bouland was the binder of the Harvard volume, too. Figure 2A . Des destinées de l' ame. FC8.H8177.879dc, Houghton Library, Harvard University. Credit: Houghton Library Blog. Figure 2B . Bouland's note in Des destinées de l' ame (front). FC8. H8177.879dc, Houghton Library, Harvard University. Credit: Houghton Library Blog. Figure 2C . Bouland's note in Des destinées de l' ame (back). FC8. H8177.879dc, Houghton Library, Harvard University. Credit: Houghton Library Blog.
Author Arsène Houssaye had personally given this copy of his Des destinées de l' ame to Bouland, who thought that this book on the soul, too, 'deserved to have a human clothing' . In addition, he points out, he had reserved this specific piece of skin 'taken from a woman's back' for a long time. 12 A memorandum inserted by J. B. Stetson states that the skin was taken from the unclaimed body of a woman who died of a stroke in a French mental hospital. 13 The tag 'mental hospital' , when I first read it, provided a split-second of relief, followed swiftly by the shock of realising that I had just dehumanised the unnamed woman due to her status as mentally 'abnormal' . I am myself guilty of shifting the boundaries of 'what is right' . So is Bouland. His note in this volume looks familiar: the hand is sloppy, the tone jovial, and again, he is more concerned with the differing effects of diverse tanning processes (he references today's Wellcome volume for comparison) than with his endeavour possibly violating any boundaries. 14 Two of the very few books that are proven to be bound in human skin (while other claims have recently been refuted 15 ) were bound by the same person. This problematises Cole's claim that human-skin bookbinding was 'at one time considered acceptable' . 16 If at all, such a claim is only tenable with additional explanations of the kind I have tried to provide here, namely that the acceptability of anthropodermic bibliopegy greatly depends on whose touch objectifies whose skin. Bouland's gender and status, weighed against the inferior gender and status of the unnamed women, seem to have given him enough justification. The fact that many news reports included the information about the unclaimed female body from the mental hospital without tracing it back to its source -Cole does not refer to the relevant library catalogue entry in her blog post 17 -suggests that such a provenance seems not only likely in accordance with feminist criticism but that it also has the potential to relativise the illicit touch to 15 Connor provides an overview of older findings, including potentially fictional ones. Steven Connor. some extent, because it allows a conceptualisation of the woman as not fully human. 18 The same mechanisms are at work with a number of other books proven or alleged to be bound in human skin, because the skin used is that of executed criminals. To make use of that skin is but a consistent extension into death of one person's legal right to lay claim to another person's lived body. 19 Posthumously, the criminals are further degraded by the dehumanisation that is inherent in the treatment of their skin in ways that are normally reserved for animals. The degradation is heightened by ridicule when the criminals' skins are used as a binding for their own trial records or life-narratives. 20 criminal's skin and the otherwise illicit touch is thus reframed as a legitimate one.
Not all books bound in human skin, however, bespeak irreverence for another human being. Some on the contrary testify to a 'loving' and yet illicit touch. Lawrence Thompson documents cases of men and women who explicitly wished their skins to be turned into parchment or bookbinding for the continued use of their loved ones. 24 In this case, it is the subject's desire to be flayed that is abject in that it requires another to cross the boundaries of 'what is right' . As such, it is a request for the ultimate labour of love.
In Peter Greenaway's 1996 film The Pillow Book, 25 a publisher has the body of his deceased male lover exhumed and has his skin, including hands, feet and lips, turned into a book. Subsequently, he obsessively touches and kisses the pages of this book and wraps himself into the fold-out pages. The living skin itself seems to have invited its transformation, since it was previously inscribed by the now dead man's female lover, an author with the habit of presenting her works to publishers on the skins of living men. Through the illicit touch by which he has turned his lover's skin into parchment, the publisher has managed to obtain an embodiment of everything he loves. Man, literature, book, skin, parchment, have all merged into one object he will keep touching illicitly in his fetishistic desire. A fetishistic desire is also what Lovric's Book of Human Skin presents as the cause of protagonist Minguillo Fasan's passion for anthropodermic bibliopegy. Having grown up as a child who was so abominable that everybody in his household, including his mother, denied him all physical touch, he later starts collecting books bound in human skin. Both the initial acts of flaying, tanning and binding the books and Minguillo's subsequent caresses of the volumes cross the boundaries of what is considered right by the novel's late eighteenth-century Venetian society. The formerly lived bodies of humans are doubly objectified, first when they are made to envelop books and later when they become the defenceless objects of Minguillo's repeated illicit touch.
Fetishistic desire can only be surmised in the case of Bouland and his books bound in human skin, but the power issues at stake remain the same as with the two fictional fetishists. Behind the illicit touch that precedes (and sometimes follows) human-skin bookbinding lies a desire to objectify a lived body. Material, tangible, workable surface that it is, skin invites its abuse as bookbinding in ways that the 'deep body' 26 does not. It is possible that Bouland objectified the two unnamed women's skins to the point at which they were just one of many material options to indulge in the fashion of 'sympathetic bibliopegy' , which saw collectors between the eighteenth and the early twentieth century envelope their volumes in materials that suited the book's content (e.g. books on glazing in glass, on woollen mills in wool, Rudyard Kipling's Jungle Book in zebra skin, and Charles Darwin's works in that of monkeys). 27 Other perpetrators pursue their desire to possess and dominate the body of another human by literally marking the human skin. The emerging field of skin studies has recently shifted the focus towards skin as the surface on which relations to others are inscribed both metaphorically and physically. 28 This allows for new theoretical perspectives which I propose to explore in the following section, provided for example by tattoo and body modification theories 29 While Eve does not choose the tattoo light-heartedly, she makes the mistake of conceiving of it primarily in the modern Western sense, as a voluntary mark. For her, the tattoo is a way to 'write oneself. ' 35 A woman's self-willed tattoo, according to the feminist reclaiming discourse, can function to reclaim the body from its 'victimization and objectification in patriarchal culture' , especially if it violates standard beauty norms as Eve's tattoo undoubtedly does. 36 The tattoo in this case functions as a 'counterstrategic reinscription' 37 of the always already inscribed female body, in the case of Eve as a body that is ageing, menopausal and childless. 'I am forty today … I don't have children. I want to give someone life. I'm giving Eva life' , she says about the number tattoo that was once also the number of the unnamed woman she chooses to call Eva, in an attempt to style herself as the alter ego of the victim. 38 Eve's tattoo is empowering to her because it is a selfchosen one, while the exact opposite is the case for the Auschwitz number tattoos. They, in contrast, stand in a long tradition of punitive and ownership marks throughout European history, from runaway Roman slaves, to adulterers or criminals in the Middle Ages, to British army deserters, to the French galley slaves of the 35 nineteenth century. 39 These punitive and ownership tattoos are the marks of what we would perceive as an illicit touch, that the perpetrators, however, would have construed as justified through the purportedly inferior status of the slaves, sinners and criminals. In a circular logic, the Jews' constructed inferiority enabled the Nazi administration to justify their claim on the bodies of their victims and to inscribe that claim on their skins; the number tattoos, in turn, helped them further dehumanise the Jews and facilitated their objectification for those involved in their exploitation and killing. process further: 'The operation was not very painful and lasted no more than a minute, but it was traumatic. Its symbolic meaning was clear to everyone: this is an indelible mark, you will never leave here; this is the mark with which slaves are branded and cattle sent to the slaughter, and that is what you have become. You no longer have a name; this is your new name. The violence of the tattoo was gratuitous, an end in itself, pure offence: were the three canvas numbers sewed to pants, jackets, and winter coat not enough? No, they were not enough: something more was needed, a nonverbal message, so that the innocent would feel his sentence written on his flesh. ' 41
The degradation to slaves and cattle culminates in the dismissal of a previous identity ('you no longer have a name'). Whatever identity he once had has been palimpsestically overwritten by the perpetrators' inscription on his skin. They have made him into a number, an entity that can be moved around, changed and erased. To Orthodox Jews, the moment of tattooing must have been even more traumatic because it violated Mosaic Law. Since the prohibition of tattooing in Leviticus 19:28 was commonly interpreted as a way to distinguish Jews from barbarians, 42 the Nazis' transgressive touch forced the newly tattooed Jews into the role of barbarian, with which came the fear of losing the right to a Jewish burial. 43 The mechanisms at work here are similar to our treatment of animals, scholars in human-animal studies have claimed. 44 While the abuse and eating of animals constructs the human, 45 the dehumanisation of the victims reversely enabled the perpetrators to construct them as animals. Consequently, the perpetrators not only saw themselves in the right, they also sought to confirm and stablise this constructed subhuman status of their victims by permanently marking them: 'this is an indelible mark, you will never leave here. ' Levi reminds his readers that this message of the number tattoos was felt physically long after the sting of the needle. In a passage in which he reflects on the differing treatment of political prisoners as opposed to Jewish prisoners, he relates that in moments of obvious inequity the Jews 'felt the tattoo burn like a wound. ' 46 The minor momentary pain ('it was not very painful') is perpetuated and intensified by the highly symbolic presence of the tattoo exactly because it is perceived as the mark left by an illicit touch ('so that the innocent would feel his sentence written on his flesh'). 43 The moment of tattooing and of 'becoming a number' is presented as such a decisive one in numerous survival narratives that it almost appears to have become a literary motif. Ulrike Landfester suggests that the singling out of this specific moment as a threshold experience, which 'metonymically prefigures the horrors of things to follow' , is owed to the fact that the new, abhorrent realities of life in the camp that come after this moment are impossible to express in words. 47 The importance this moment is thus given in so many narratives stands in stark contrast to the fact that the number tattoos seem not to have been of any specific legal relevance during the Nuremberg trials. 48 I have proposed elsewhere to think of tattoos as having a multi-layered spatial and temporal existence. 49 A tattoo is more than a mark on skin. It begins its existence in a virtual form, as a thought that later becomes a plan. Once it is etched in the skin and becomes visible, it starts to signify. The process of decoding requires readings through others, which are subjective, or explanations by the tattooed person, which likewise are formed by narrative choices. Such a tattoo narrative, however, not only evolves from the tattoo, but in turn also shapes the tattoo; without the narrative, the tattoo would not signify in the same way. 50 quality, when it is shown or hidden, when it is combined with a specific gesture or sound. The tattoo, in other words, is made up of diverse virtual, visual, narrative and performative realisations. 51 Together, they form the layers that make the tattoo. The meaning of Eve's tattoo, for example, is what she relates it to be. Since she tells several different tattoo narratives about it, at different moments and in different places, the tattoo consists of these diverse temporal and spatial layers.
This concept of the tattoo's multilayered spatial and temporal existence is applicable also to tattooing in Auschwitz, which started in 1941 when the number of prisoners increased rapidly and the death rate was high. With the introduction of the practice of stripping the dead, identification numbers sewn onto clothes became useless. The Nazi camp adminstrations replaced them by numbers permanently etched in the skin in order to identify the bodies of those who had previously been registered. 52 But while they thus clearly struggled to make the tattooing reflect their own constantly shifting categorisations of their prisoners, 53 the tattooed victims already began to read and interpret the tattoos in ways the Nazi regime could not have foreseen. 51 The websites of Yad Vashem and the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum provide a heart-breaking wealth of documentation, including historical footage, photos and personal reports on the tattoos made in Auschwitz. In the early years, only those deemed fit for labour were tattooed, while the others were killed immediately. Jakob Frenkiel describes how the tattoo, consequently, became his chance for survival: 'The day after we arrived [in Auschwitz], my brother Chaim and I were lined up with kids and old people. I asked a prisoner what was going to happen to us. He pointed to the chimneys. 'Tomorrow the smoke will be from you. ' He said if we could get a number tattooed on our arms, we' d be put to work instead of being killed. We sneaked to the latrine, then escaped through a back door and lined up with the men getting tattoos. ' 54 In this cynical way, the tattoo already became a symbol of survival at this early stage. In the prisoners' readings of the tattoos, low numbers also incited respect from the other prisoners because they symbolised having managed to survive for a relatively long time. 55 Similarly, Szlamach Radoszynski reports that he reinterpreted his number as a symbol for life: 'Day after day my job [in Auschwitz] was to shovel dirt over discarded, still-smoldering ashes of cremated victims. I kept wondering whether I, too, would end up the same. But I was sustained by the fact that the number tattooed on my arm -#128232-added up to 18, the Jewish mystical symbol for life. ' 56 An anonymous commentary on chabad. org dating from 2017 presents the same narrative as their mother's appropriation of the mark: 'she added the numbers up and realized that with this deplorable and demonic action by the Nazis, it was a sign from Hashem that she was going to live through the death camps. ' 57 Ruth Klüger, in Still Alive: A Holocaust Girlhood Remembered, describes such reinterpretations as a symptom of utter despair: 'Thanks to the dog tag under my skin, I was suddenly so aware of the enormity, the monstrosity, really, of my situation that I felt a kind of glee about it. I was living through something that was worth witnessing … It tells you something about how beaten down and stripped of a sense of self I already was that I thus invented for myself a future based on the experience of the most abysmal humiliation yet, a future where precisely that abyss would appear honorable … We'll be witnesses, we thought, meaning there'll come a future when this will be over, and the number will be a piece of incontrovertible evidence. ' 58 These first interpretative and narrative appropriations show the inherent instability of meaning of the supposedly indelible mark on skin. The tattoos had certainly not been devised as symbols of hope but they were reinterpreted as such, either in a literal sense (when the tattoo 56 Holocaust Encyclopedia, s.v meant suitability for labour) or in a metaphorical sense (a number adding up to the Jewish symbol for life). The plural existence of this latter narrative attests to the multilayered temporal and spatial existence of both tattoo and tattoo narrative. In Klüger's account, finally, the number symbolises the hope of its own reinterpretation in the future. The number tattoos were, however, not only met by such narrative appropriations but also by actual counter-tattoos etched in the skin of victims.
Stanislawa Leszczynska spent two years as a midwifeprisoner in Auschwitz-Birkenau. She describes the cruelty towards mothers and their newborn babies, the killings of newborns and, as of 1945, the abduction of blue-eyed children for 'Germanisation. ' Jewish babies were tattooed with the identification numbers of their mothers right after birth and drowned in a barrel. The mothers were then made to witness the body being 'thrown out of the block and torn to pieces by rats. ' 59 As for the non-Jewish, blue-eyed children that were selected for 'denationalization' (Leszczynska refers to 'several hundred'), the midwives used a counter-tattoo to increase the chances that mother and child could one day be reunited: 'With the intention to create possibilities that these babies may in the future be returned to their mothers, we organized a way of marking these babies with a tattoo, that would not arouse the suspicion of the SS-men. Due to this many mothers were hopeful that one day they may find their lost child. ' 60 59 The International Auschwitz Committee. Nazi Medicine: Doctors, Victims, and Medicine in Auschwitz (New York: Howard Fertig, 1986) , 189. 60 The International Auschwitz Committee. Nazi Medicine, 190. The absurdity of tattooing newborn babies before killing them shows that towards the end of the war, the camp authorities had given up any logic in favour of pure cruelty. For the women witnessing the tattooing and murder of the newborns, it must have been evident that a tattoo no longer increased their chances of survival, as it may have done in the earlier years. The fact that the babies were not given their own number but that of their mothers further dehumanised both mother and child. The child and the mother were made a monstrosity of two bodies with one identity. However, as with the counter-tattoos described above, there was a very small minority of Auschwitz tattoos that were meant to inspire hope. The illicit touch of the perpetrator, in this case, was identified as such and counteracted by the same means but with the reverse aim. Similarly, Holocaust survivor Eva Kor describes the moment of her tattooing as a chance of fighting the imminent illicit touch by biting one of the Nazi officers.
In a text originally published on the question-and-answer site Quora in December 2014, Kor describes the moment as follows: 'I decided I was going to fight. I was not going to let them touch me. I didn't really know how much it would hurt, but it wasn't the tattoo that bothered me as much as my thought, What right do they have to do anything to me physically? And maybe it was my only way to make a stand against what had been happening to me all day long. When it was my turn, I began to really carry on … The women were holding me down by my head and legs and arms and one of the Nazis grabbed my arm. The only thing I could do was bite. I don't even know how I managed to do that because they tried to keep me flat.
But I snapped up and bit his arm … From the way I was raised, to bite someone was so crude that I had to block it out of my mind to preserve who I thought I was … Many survivors, when they read my account, they say there is no way anyone could get away with biting a Nazi. That was probably true. But I was not a regular prisoner -I was a "Mengele Twin"' . 61 Kor frames her act of resistance along the lines of the 'writing back' paradigm posited by postcolonial studies, according to which the suppressed resist by subverting the colonisers' discourse. Hers is a biting back, a claim of another's body which not only transgresses the boundaries of what the Nazi officer would have defined as right but also the boundaries of what she herself defined as right. The illicit touch she is herself forced to administer in order to counteract the perpetrator's illicit touch becomes a threat to her own identity: 'to bite someone was so crude that I had to block it out of my mind to preserve who I thought I was' .
Personal accounts of survivors attest to the various ways of coping with the mark of the Nazis' illicit touch after the war. One of the first and visually perhaps most impressive acts of appropriation was, however, a performative one, of showing rather than of speaking about the number tattoo.
The gesture of rolling up the sleeve and presenting the outstretched arm to the photographer has become iconic by now, when the last generation of Auschwitz survivors can be seen identifying themselves as victims in photos that resemble the ones taken only days after the liberation of the concentration camps. The meaning of the gesture has, however, expanded since it was first performed. While it stood for survival then, it additionally stands today for regained agency, for the freedom of making choices. Primo Levi reflects on how his performance of showing or hiding the number tattoo changed depending on whether his audience was curious or incredulous: ' At a distance of forty years, my tattoo has become a part of my body. I don't glory in it, but I am not ashamed of it either; I do not display and do not hide it. I show it unwillingly to those who ask out of pure curiosity; readily and in anger to those who say they are incredulous. Often young people ask me why I didn't have it erased, and this surprises me: Why should I? There are not many of us in the world to bear this witness. ' 62 The appropriation of the Auschwitz number tattoos has continued until today in narratives, whenever victims speak or write about their experiences of living with them. Their narratives of how they got the tattoo and of what it means to them reshape the tattoo. Some of the narratives suggest that the questions of whether to show the tattoos or not, whether to get them removed or not, whether to speak about them or not, matter less than the fact that the victims, once objectified by the number, have by now regained the agency to make these choices. Ruth Klüger writes that she was happy to be able to say about her tattoo whatever she wanted, even to claim that it was her boyfriend's phone number: 'When I was a waitress, guests often asked what number that was. It made me laugh that they did not know … I occasionally said that it was the phone number of my boyfriend. He is lucky, said one guest … I was free to say what I wanted, that made me happy. ' 63 The 2012 film Numbered traces such tattoo narratives of Auschwitz survivors. It also presents yet another act of appropriation and reinterpretation of the number tattoo that is taking place in today's Israel. In view of the imminent disappearance of the last generation of Holocaust survivors, young Israelis have begun to have their grandparents' number tattoos etched in their own skins as a token of remembrance. They see the tattoos as a new approach to a repetitive discourse. 64 It is an ongoing debate whether or not the grandchildren of Holocaust survivors have the right to appropriate these tattoos in such a way, and whether or not they have more right to do so than those who cannot claim a direct connection to the Holocaust, such as performance artist David Blaine or the fictional Eve in Prager's novel. 65 Prager presents her protagonist's attempt at appropriation as a failed one, although it is exactly the artificiality of the connection that allows Eve to tell, not one single narrative, but many, all of which are based on her thorough reading of women's fates under the Nazi regime. As the debate concerning such appropriations continues, further narratives complicate any simplistic equation of permanent marks with stable meanings: Klüger comments that she found it strange 'that the armpits of the SS were also decorated with tattoos. The same procedure for honor and shame, if one chose to choose these perspectives. ' 66 Footage in the BBC series Auschwitz shows that what Klüger in her childhood still identified as the SS symbol of honor turned against those bearing this mark after the liberation of the camps. Russian soldiers can be seen making half-naked Germans walk in line with raised arms so they can search for what have now become marks testifying to their crimes. 67 The tattooed SS men are one of the rare examples in which the illicit touch is originally a 'loving' one along the lines of the fetishist desire discussed above. The bodies of those deemed especially gifted were claimed for the Reich by the mark. These tattoos too, had an unstable meaning and were reinterpreted after the war. The Jewish victims' tattoos, to the present day, are shaped and reshaped in tattoo narratives. By way of numerous acts of appropriation and counter-inscription, these tattoos have come to stand metonymically for the horrors inflicted on the victims and for the Nazi regime's illicit touch. Instead of standing in for the dehumanised victims as intended by the perpetrators, they now, in Levi's words, stand for 'what man's presumption made of man in Auschwitz. ' 68 The illicit touch, which I have here approached through abused and marked human skin, is not a thing of the past. The narratives that are an integral part of the abused skin, both in the case of books bound in human skin and in the case of the Auschwitz tattoos, reach into our present time. They inform our thinking about more recent cases in which an illicit touch has aimed at objectifying the lived bodies of others. In 2019, as the #MeToo movement is still gaining impetus, we see the same mechanisms at work. Powerful white men in the recent past thought themselves in the right when they not only touched others transgressively, but openly boasted about the act. Like Bouland, they did it in a jovial tone aimed at justifying their deeds as harmless pastimes, and like him, some of them have not faced any consequences for their illicit touch. 69 
